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The following represents a monthly snapshot of how we see the property markets across the country along with 
the near-term outlook. For more in depth commentary, please visit our website thinktank.net.au for our latest 
Quarterly Market Update. This month in News and Views we take a look at the most recent research provided 
by MSCI on Australian Commercial property markets for the second quarter of 2022. 
 

The Westpac-MI Consumer Sentiment Index fell sharply once again in August by 3% to 81.2 remaining well 
below the 100 level of confidence, impacted by inflation and interest rate increases. The Westpac Melbourne 
Institute Leading Index rose to 0.63% in July from 0.48% in June. August’s result for the AiG Manufacturing 
Index was down by 3.2 points to 49.3 moving into negative territory below 50. The AiG PCI construction index 
was in August by 2.6 points to 47.9, but remained in contraction below 50. The PSI covering services and retail 
was up by 1.6 points to 53.3 and further into expansion above 50 consistent with Retail Sales reported below. 
 

Once again at its September meeting the RBA Board raised the OCR by 0.50% for a fourth time taking it from 
1.85% to 2.35% while further increases are expected this year by most market economists. This was another 
large increase but Governor Lowe’s remarks later in the week after the meeting left some economists predicting 
a reduced ¼% increase in October. The 2nd quarter GDP results at 0.9% for the quarter and 3.9% yoy; were 
good but on the back of a high quarterly CPI for June of 6.1%, the strongest rise since 2001 which is the RBA’s 
focus. Retail sales for July were also positive being up 1.3% for the month and 16.5% yoy. The unemployment 
rate of 3.4% in July, down again from 3.5% also evidenced the resilience of the Australian economy. Elsewhere 
in the world, interest rates are also rising rapidly with increases later this month expected in both the USA and 
in Canada. The Bank of Canada increased its Cash Rate by 75 bps this week and since March this year from 
0.25% to its current 3.25%. A little later the US Federal Reserve will meet and is also expected to again raise 
its base rate. 10 year US Treasury Yields traded at 3.18% at the start of the month while AUS 10 year Gov’t 
bonds were at 3.63%. The AUD was falling at the start of this month below USD 0.68.  
 

CoreLogic dwelling prices for August continued their decline at an accelerated pace. National Housing values 
posted a 1.6% fall for the month, and after last month’s fall was down 3.4% for the quarter with a fall of 5.9% in 
Sydney and 3.8% in Melbourne. In Sydney, House prices were down 2.6% for the month with units down 1.5% 
and the results were similar in Melbourne for houses being down for the month 1.5% while units were down by 
0.8%. Adelaide and Perth also fell into negative territory this month with dwellings down 0.1% and 0.2% 
respectively and Brisbane Houses fell 2.1% for the month.  Regionals outperformed Capitals but were still down 
by -1.5% to -1.8% for August and -2.1% to -3.8% for the quarter. Rents continue to rise across the country. 
 

We have reflected the further decline of Residential in almost all areas and have modified our ratings and trends 
accordingly across all capitals. Sydney and Melbourne houses and units remain Weak and Declining. Retail 
continues to be showing the expected signs of volatility as sales continue to improve as noted above. Office 
continues its slow but steady recovery from the pandemic lockdowns while Industrial remains very strong and 
we are maintaining our Ratings and Trends which are either Strong or Good with an Improving Trend in each 
of the capitals. It still remains to be seen how interest rate increases will impact on commercial capitalisation 
rates but a relatively flat yield curve appears to be encouraging as well as strong rental growth in the Industrial 
sector. We take a closer look at sector performance in our News and Views section inside with comments and 
graphs from MSCI taken from their recent 2nd quarter research on Australian commercial property markets. 

Sources: ABS, ACCI, AiG, ABS, AFR, ANZ Research, ATO, CBA, CBRE, Colliers International, CoreLogic, Cushman & Wakefield, HTW, IMF, 
MSCI, JLL, Knight Frank, OECD, PCA, Preston Rowe Patterson, RBA, RLB, Savills Research, Westpac Economics, World Bank 

       SYDNEY MELBOURNE   ADELAIDE BRISBANE (SEQ)      PERTH 

Resi- Homes Weak   Declining Weak   Declining Soft   Declining Soft   Declining Soft   Declining 

Resi- Units Weak     Declining Weak      Declining Soft     Declining Soft     Declining Soft      Declining 

Office Fair Stable Fair Stable Good Stable Fair Stable Fair Stable 

Retail Weak      Stable Weak      Stable Good      Stable Fair      Stable Fair      Stable 

Industrial  Strong Improving Strong Improving Strong Improving Good Improving Good Improving 
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Rolling Annual Returns – Australia Q2 2022                                                

 

          News and Views     

o During the past month MSCI produced its Property Research data for the second quarter here in Australia 
and confirmed some continuing trends but with the signs of what rising interest rates will do to capitalisation rates 
but then also the impact of increasing rents in some sectors. Total returns slipped slightly from last quarter to 
10.5% with a fairly even split between Income Growth and Capital Return which has been the trend for the past 
three quarters. Over the longer term we can see from the graph below how those returns have fluctuated widely 
over 35 years but with periods of stability showing overall sector returns similar to what we are experiencing 
currently.  
 
o Graph 1 opposite however shows how just over the last 18 months the volatility of commercial property 
as a whole and the extremely wide variance between sectors with Industrial leading the way and hitting a high in 
the December 2021 quarter with in excess of 30% Total Return and Capital Growth contributing 25% as 
capitalisation rates for the sector fell (although since rising slightly). At the other end of the spectrum was Retail 
showing negative Capital Growth for the first 3 quarters and then just producing small gains on top of quite steady 
Income Returns.  
 
o What is even more interesting we think is Graph 2 which breaks down the traditional Commercial sectors 
down to their sub-sectors. This way the chart that is presented requires a bit more than usual attention as it 
covers Income Return and Capital Growth for the past year and Total Return for each of 1 year, 3 years and 5 
years. We can see the 1 year Total Returns (the dark blue dot on top of the bar chart) for most of the leading 
sub-sectors on the left are from Industrial with only Healthcare breaking into the 20–25% grouping. However the 
next sub-sector is Neighbourhood Retail which is just about 15% Total Return for 1 year and showing good 
recovery in Capital Growth. Sub-regional and Regional Retail join Non-CBD and CBD Office in the 5-10% 
grouping but with good recovery evident from 3 and 5 year Total Returns. Super and Major Retail remains the 
largest drag on the sector and while Income Returns are reasonable Capital Growth remains depressed. 
 
o Another chart used in the MSCI presentation, Graph 3 showed the impact of each sector on individual 
capital cities.  This confirms the performance of Industrial across the country but also shows the relatively small 
size of the sector compared to say Office which is quite a large component in just about all capitals. The impact 
of Retail in Melbourne is quite noticeable and its relative size and good performance in Adelaide is also significant. 
The large presence of Retail in non-capital cities shown as Other is also very significant. 
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Graph 1: Rolling Annual Returns by Sector, Australia Q2 2022 

 
 

Graph2: Breakdown by Sub-Sector, Australia Q2 2022 

 
                                          

                                         Graph3: Breakdown by Sector and Capital City, Australia Q2 2022 
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        Business relationships and loan inquiries 

Heather Noonan  
Regional Sales Executive   
VIC / TAS / SA 
M: 0435 960 646 
E: hnoonan@thinktank.net.au 

Joel Harrison 
Strategic Partnership Manager, 
Distribution - Southern 
M: 0410 861 540 
E: jharrison@thinktank.net.au  
 
Matt Petering 
Account Manager - Southern  
VIC / SA / TAS 
M: 0405 994 824 
E: mpetering@thinktank.net.au 

Tony Zaccari  
Senior Relationship Manager  
VIC / SA 
M: 0403 758 514 
E: tzaccari@thinktank.net.au 

Dev De   
Senior Relationship Manager  
VIC/TAS 
M: 0466 576 338 
E: sde@thinktank.net.au 

Amod Mahatme  
Relationship Manager 
VIC 
M: 0466 632 212 
E: amahatme@thinktank.net.au  
 
 

Cath Ryan  
Regional Sales Executive  
NSW / ACT  
M: 0433 862 944 
E: cryan@thinktank.net.au  

Rob Tassone 
Strategic Partnership Manager, 
Distribution - Northern 
M: 0450 642 995 
E: rtassone@thinktank.net.au 
 
Ranei Alam  
Senior Relationship Manager  
NSW 
M: 0434 609 240 
E: ralam@thinktank.net.au 

Paul Burns  
Senior Relationship Manager  
NSW  
M: 0434 609 241 
E: pburns@thinktank.net.au  

Claire Byrne   
Senior Relationship Manager  
NSW 
M: 0414 235 478 
E: cbyrne@thinktank.net.au  

Sam Dobbins 
Relationship Manager  
NSW  
M: 0414 010 365  
E: sdobbins@thinktank.net.au 

Robyn Hadlow   
Relationship Manager 
NSW / ACT                   
M: 0406 857 708 
E: rhadlow@thinktank.net.au 

Adam Hutcheson  
Regional Sales Executive  
QLD / WA / NT  
M: 0434 609 239 
E: ahutcheson@thinktank.net.au 
 
Susan Kennedy 
Account Manager - Northern  
NSW / ACT /QLD / NT / WA 
M: 0420 340 619 
E: skennedy@thinktank.net.au 

Kat Gasparovic 
Relationship Manager  
QLD / NT 
M: 0405 815 287 
E: kgasparovic@thinktank.net.au  

Bob Whetton 
Relationship Manager  
QLD / NT 
M: 0413 241 316 
E: bwhetton@thinktank.net.au 
 
Robert Ilov 
Relationship Manager 
QLD / NT 
M: 0424 685 008 
E: rilov@thinktank.net.au 

 

Alex Turnbull 
Marketing Manager 
M: 0400 599 535  
E: aturnbull@thinktank.net.au 
 

          For additional information, please contact 

 Publications & Market Update 
 Per Amundsen  
 Company Secretary 
 T: (02) 8669 5515   
 M: 0417 064 252 
 E: pamundsen@thinktank.net.au 

 Partnerships & Distribution      Residential Partnerships  
 Peter Vala                                   Belinda Wright 
 GM Partnerships & Distribution   Head of Distribution  
 T: (02) 8669 5512                        T: (02) 8669 5577 
 M: 0468 989 555                          M: 0452 616 915 
 E: pvala@thinktank.net.au           E: bwright@thinktank.net.au 

   Investor Relations  
   Lauren Ryan  
   BDM – Investments  
  T: (02) 8669 5532  
  M: 0401 974 839           
..E: lryan@thinktank.net.au  

Thinktank Property Finance is the leading independent lender specialising in commercial property in Australia.  
Thinktank offers a wide range of tailored mortgage product options including:  

• Finance for the purchase, equity release and refinance of commercial and residential property;  

• Set and forget loan terms up to 30 years with no ongoing fees or annual reviews;  

• Self-Managed Superannuation Fund (SMSF) loans; and  

• Loan serviceability options ranging from fully verified to self-certification of income.  

Important Note: This report does not constitute or form a part of, and should not be construed as an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy investments or any fund 
and does not constitute any form of commitment, recommendation or advice on the part of Think Tank Group Pty Ltd (“Thinktank”).  
© Copyright 2022 - Think Tank Group Pty Ltd 
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